Download Notre Dame Paris
Treasure. The word does not leave indifferent. His mysterious side prevails, clinging, intriguing, seductive,
fascinating. As more than two hundred and fifty treasures of cathedrals, churches and abbeys of France open to
the public, the treasure of Notre-Dame de Paris is a privileged witness of Art and history, witness of spiritual
memory.Notre-Dame de Paris (/ ? n ? t r ? ? d ?? m, ? n o? t r ? ? d e? m, ? n o? t r ? ? d ?? m /; French: [n?t??
dam d? pa?i] (); meaning "Our Lady of Paris"), often referred to simply as Notre-Dame, is a medieval Catholic
cathedral on the Île de la Cité in the 4th arrondissement of Paris, France.The cathedral is consecrated to the
Virgin Mary and considered to be one of the ...Cathedrale Notre-Dame de Paris; Message from
TripAdvisor:Due to the tragic fire that has destroyed portions of the Notre Dame Cathedral, it will be closed to
tourists and worshippers until further notice. Tours listed on this page may go past, but do not enter, Notre
Dame Cathedral.The Notre Dame Cathedral Paris or Notre Dame de Paris (Meaning ‘Our Lady of Paris’ in
French) is a Gothic cathedral located in the fourth arrondissement of Paris, France, It has its main entrance to
the west. The island is on the eastern half of the Île de la Cité. The Notre Dame Cathedral with its sculptures
[…]Notre Dame was pillaged and seriously damaged during the French Revolution of the late 18th-century.
19th-century restorations led by Viollet-le-Duc replicated much of the damaged stain glass, statuary, and the
cathedral's distinctive spire. During the French Revolution, Notre Dame was temporarily converted to a
"Temple of Reason".The iconic spire at the top of the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris has collapsed after a major
fire broke out Monday. Video showed part of the roof of the cathedral collapsing into itself as the ...The
archaeological crypt under the forecourt of Notre-Dame de Paris was set up to protect the vestiges discovered
during the excavations carried out from 1965, by the Commission of Old Paris (Department of History of
Architecture and archaeology).A massive fire broke out at Notre Dame Cathedral in central Paris on Monday
afternoon, sending flames shooting out of the roof and toppling its spire as firefighters desperately fought to
save the iconic Catholic landmark. A fire official told Agence France-Presse that the main structure is “saved
...The novel's original French title, Notre-Dame de Paris, indicates that the cathedral itself is the most significant
aspect of the novel, both the main setting and the focus of the story's themes. The building had fallen into
disrepair at the time of writing, which was something Hugo felt strongly about.After Notre Dame Cathedral fire,
Paris lost much more than just a church. France, like much of Europe, is in a contentious struggle over its
identity. The damage to such an important structure has ... - Notre Dame Paris

